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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CAT instrument was developed and refined over a 7 year period with input from faculty and institutions across the country and the assistance of the National Science Foundation.  This short presentation explains the development process, some of the supporting research, and the potential value of the instrument as a tool for improving student learning. 





Importance of Critical Thinking

National polls indicate over 90% of the 
faculty in this country think critical 
thinking is the most important part of 
undergraduate education.

Derek Bok, 2005
President Emeritus of Harvard University

Link
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Presentation Notes
Critical thinking skills are generally regarded as one of the most important outcomes of higher education.   However, despite a general agreement about their importance, it is more difficult to find agreement on defining what critical thinking skills are, how to measure them, and what should be done to improve student’s critical thinking.  



Information and the Internet
75% of College Students use the Internet as Primary  

Method of Searching for Information 

31% of Population Use the Internet as Primary 
Source of Healthcare Information 



What is Critical Thinking?

Classic Emphasis

Evaluate Arguments and Conclusions

Reasoning
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Traditional views of critical thinking tended to emphasize skills associated with evaluating arguments and conclusions – what might be called formal reasoning., as well as other types of arguments. 



What is Critical Thinking?

Evaluate Arguments 
and Conclusions

Reasoning

Evaluate Ideas
And Plans

Evaluate One’s Own
Understanding

Problem Solving Life-Long Learning Skills

Communication

Creativity

Evaluate Ideas
And Plans

Problem Solving

Communication

Creativity

Evaluate One’s Own
Understanding

Life-Long Learning Skills

Expanded Contemporary EmphasisClassical Emphasis
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In more contemporary educational settings, critical thinking has taken on a broader meaning.  Many faculty and educators associate critical thinking not only with evaluating formal arguments and conclusions, but also with evaluating ideas and plans for solving problems as well as evaluating one’s own understanding.  The concept of critical thinking has evolved and expanded to encompass skills associated with problem solving, effective communication, creativity and life-long learning.  We expect students to think creatively to identify alternative points of view and alternative explanations for findings as well as to effectively communicate their ideas.



Bloom’s Taxonomy

Evaluation
Synthesis
Analysis
Application
Comprehension

Information (rote retention)

Critical Thinking
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One consistent and pervasive area of agreement concerning the concept of critical thinking, is that it involves something other than the mere memorization of factual information to repeat verbatim. In terms of Bloom’s taxonomy of learning, critical thinking is clearly associated with the higher order thinking skills and not with rote retention.



Agreement on what is not Critical 
Thinking

*NSSE Question
(2a) Memorizing facts, ideas, or methods from your 

courses and readings so you can repeat them in 
pretty much the same form.  

*National Survey of Student Engagement , Indiana University

Video
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The National Survey of Student Engagement is a widely used survey that is administered to freshmen and senior level college students across the country.  This survey includes a question designed to evaluate the extent to which courses emphasize rote retention versus other higher order thinking skills.



NSSE: Coursework emphasizes: 
Memorizing facts, ideas, or methods from 
your courses and readings

Student Responses Nationally
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When we actually examine student perceptions of college courses across the country the picture that emerges is quite different from what we might expect given the perceived importance of critical thinking.  Over 50% of students think their courses emphasize rote retention quite a bit or more.   



Need to Measure Success for Accountability

Why Assess Critical Thinking?

Assessment Drives Improvement Efforts
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The development of the CAT instrument was motivated by desire to provide a valid and effective tool to assess the skills that are considered to be of greatest importance in a college education. More importantly, it was thought that a tool with high face validity for faculty across the country would create renewed interest in improving critical thinking skills. 



History of CAT Development

Evaluate
Tests

Begin Test
Development

Collaborate

Other Institutions

National

Dissemination
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The 7 year development process for the CAT instrument began with an evaluation of existing tests that would involve faculty directly in the scoring of student responses.  Poor reliability and validity led us to begin development work on what is now the CAT instrument.   After 3 years of testing and development, the CAT instrument yielded promising results.  Pilot testing at another institution also proved successful.  This led to the submission and funding of a National Science Foundation grant to refine and evaluate the test with the involvement of six other diverse institutions across the country.The success of the first grant and extensive interest in using the CAT instrument led to the funding of the current  national dissemination grant for the CAT instrument.  This grant involves the development and evaluation of training workshops that help other institutions use the CAT instrument. 



Developing the CAT Instrument

Learning Sciences 
Experts

Faculty & Students

External Evaluators

Statistical 
Findings

CAT
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The CAT instrument has undergone extensive development and refinement with funding from the National Science Foundation.  Faculty across the country have provided input into the design of questions and the scoring guide for evaluating student responses.  Experts in learning sciences have also provided input into the design and scoring of questions.  In addition, extensive statistical analysis of validity, reliability, and potential bias has been used to improve the instrument along with numerous suggestions from a team of external evaluators. 



Institutions Participating in Test Development

Over 40 Institutions Now Collaborating



Skills Evaluated by CAT Instrument
Evaluating Information

Separate factual information from inferences.

Interpret numerical relationships in graphs.

Understand the limitations of correlational data.

Identify inappropriate conclusions.

Creative Thinking
Identify & evaluate evidence for a theory.

Identify new information that might support or contradict a hypothesis.

Explain how new information can change a problem.

Learning & Problem Solving
Separate relevant from irrelevant information. 

Integrate information to solve problems. 

Learn & apply new information.

Use mathematical skills to solve real-world problems.

Communication
Communicate ideas effectively.
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These are the skill areas that the CAT instrument is designed to assess.  While faculty in each discipline do not necessarily consider all of these skill areas to be essential components of critical thinking, most faculty find at least 8 of the 12 skills to be important components of critical thinking. 



Faculty Evaluations of Question Validity 
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Overall, most faculty consider each skill area to be an important component of critical thinking.  The area with the least agreement involves the use of mathematical skills to solve a real-world problem.  As you might expect, faculty in STEM disciplines are more likely to consider the use of basic mathematical skills to solve a real-world problem an important part of critical thinking than faculty in the humanities.



CAT Statistics
General Measures of Academic Performance 

 ACT SAT Academic
Profile 

Grade Point 
Average 

CAT 0.560* 0.528* 0.562* 0.295* 
* correlations significant, p < .01 

 

Other Measures of Critical Thinking 
 CCTST 

(California Critical Thinking Skills 
Tests) 

CAAP 
Critical Thinking 

Module 
CAT 0.645* 0.691* 

* correlations significant, p < .01 



CAT Results with 2005 NSSE
(National Survey of Student Engagement)

Multiple R = .490  
(explains 24% of variability in CAT)

NSSE Question Beta 
Coefficient

(2a) Memorizing facts, ideas, or methods from your 
courses and readings so you can repeat them in pretty 
much the same form.  (negative relationship) 

-.341 ** 

(3b) Number of books read on your own (not assigned) for 
personal enjoyment or academic enrichment. 

.277 ** 

(11e) Thinking critically and analytically &  
(11m) Solving complex real-world problems 

.244 ** 

(7h) Culminating Senior Experience (thesis, capstone 
course, project, comprehensive exam, etc.) 

.231 * 

 * Significant at .01 level  
** Significant at .001 level  
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This table reveals some of the survey questions on the National Survey of Student Engagement that are related to performance on the CAT Instrument.  Most importantly, there is a significant negative correlation between the extent to which students thought their courses emphasized rote retention and their performance on the CAT instrument.  We also observed a significant positive correlation between CAT performance and ratings of institutional contribution to critical thinking/real-world problem solving, as well as participation in a culminating senior experience.More detailed statistical analyses of the CAT instrument’s validity, reliability, and cultural bias is available on our website and in our technical report.



CAT vs. CCTST with NSSE

NSSE Question CAT 
Coefficient

CCTST 
Coefficient

(2a) Memorizing facts, ideas, or methods from your 
courses and readings so you can repeat them in 
pretty much the same form.  (negative relationship) 

-.341 * -.212* 

(3b) Number of books read on your own (not 
assigned) for personal enjoyment or academic 
enrichment. 

.277 * -.124 

(11e) Thinking critically and analytically &  
(11m) Solving complex real-world problems .244 * .144 

(7h) Culminating Senior Experience (thesis, 
capstone course, project, comprehensive exam, 
etc.) 

.231 * .025 

 * Significant at .01 level  



CAT features
One hour exam
Mostly short answer essay
Faculty scored in workshops
Detailed scoring guide
Reliable  (.82 - .85)
Valid
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The CAT instrument can be completed by most students in less than an hour.  Most of the questions involve short answer essay responses that are graded by an institution’s own faculty using a detailed scoring guide.  The test is designed to emulate a variety of real-world tasks where critical thinking is needed. The test has two parts. In part one students are given a series of self-contained questions that resemble real-world situations where critical thinking is needed.  In part II, students are given a task involving a real-world problem that they must try to solve.  This part of the test has a package of eight additional readings.  Half of the readings supply information needed to solve the problem.  As in the real-world, students must first decide which of the articles might contain relevant information for the problem they are facing based on the titles of the articles before they can see all of the articles in detail.The CAT instrument incorporates principles of dynamic assessment throughout the test.  Students are continually prompted to explore deeper levels of critical thinking with a succession of probes as can be seen in this sample question.  The questions afford the faculty graders numerous opportunities to explore students’ abilities and weaknesses with more explicit probes.  The observations can be both surprising and alarming.  For example, 20 – 30 % of senior level students think data like that presented in this sample question strongly support the scientist’s theory.



Student Comments
• I thought the test wasn’t too difficult, but it was challenging. 

You have to look at things deeply to truly understand.

• I thought the assessment was interesting and made me use 
real life scenarios and data to decide my results. 

• I thought the test was thought provoking, but not too 
difficult.

• It was an easy test that tests the mind. I enjoyed the stories 
and the questions on the test. I  think I did very well on the 
test.





Ensuring Reliability of Scoring

CAT

Scoring
C

alibration
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The CAT instrument uses a variety of procedures and analyses to ensure scoring reliability.A detailed scoring guide has been developed to guide the scoring of each question.A combined training/scoring procedure has been developed to apply this scoring rubric in an effective and efficient manner.Each question is scored by a minimum of two faculty scores.  If those scores do not agree, the question is scored by third faculty grader.Finally,  the Center for Assessment and Improvement of Learning conducts scoring accuracy checks on a random sample of tests from each institution to ensure that each institution is accurately scoring the tests.  This information is used to provide feedback to institutions when significant deviations occur and to make modifications to the scoring and training materials to increase reliability. 



Various CT Assessments

Student Performance

Student Perceptions

Alumni/Employer
Perceptions

Portfolios & Other Tests 
(CLA, CCTST, CAAP CT module)

IDEA Teaching Evaluations
NSSE/CSSE & other surveys

CAT

Alumni & Employer surveys



Assessment Uses of CAT

Informal Learning
Experiences

Classroom Learning
Experiences

Program Outcomes

College Outcomes

Value Added
Enter vs. Exit

Tracking
Outcomes 
Over Time

Norm 
Referenced



Effective Practices Are A Moving 
Target

Video



Closing the Loop in Assessment 
and Quality Improvement



Professional Development:
Faculty Involvement in CAT Scoring

Developing a
Teaching Community

Using Effective
Practices



Design a task that resembles what 
we want students to do.

Create Numerous Opportunities 
to Practice

In Diverse Contexts
Learning Activity = 
Real-World Goal

Use as Primary
Course Assessment

Must Engage Students
In Active Learning



Evaluate Faculty Interest
CAT Checklist



Upcoming Workshops

April 8 - 9 Boulder, CO



CAT National Dissemination Project

www.tntech.edu/CAT
or

www.CriticalThinkingTest.org 

Center for Assessment and Improvement of 
Learning
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We hope you enjoy your experience scoring the CAT instrument.  We encourage discussion of student responses and ideas for improving students’ critical thinking.
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